
The following is a joint statement and proposal issued by Mayor Noam Bramson, Council
Member James Stowe, Council Member Barry Fertel, and Council Member Marianne
Sussman on December 7, 2008:

In this time of great economic challenge, we accept our responsibility to adopt a budget
that respects the interests of hard-pressed taxpayers, preserves investment in essential
services and infrastructure, and safeguards New Rochelle’s long-term economic and
fiscal stability.  Spending cuts are a critical part of achieving these objectives, and we
anticipate adoption of amendments to the City Manager’s draft budget that will
significantly reduce expenditures.  

Specifically, we are prepared to support the following cuts (all figures rounded to the
nearest thousand):

Police Defer Purchase of Police Vehicles $145,000
Police Reduce Harbor Patrol $25,000
Police Reduce Other Departmental Costs $30,000
Police Defer Purchase of Police Server $40,000
Fire Reduce Tools/Supply Purchases $40,000
DPW Defer Purchase of Garage Equipment $35,000 (Extend To 2 Years)
DPW Reduce Traffic Island Mowing 50% $24,000
DPW Reduce Cleaning of City Hall $25,000
DPW Reduce Central Garage Contingency $11,000
Parks Freeze Vacant Parks Laborer Position $59,000
Parks Miscellaneous Reductions $25,000
Other Eliminate Printing of Newsletter $50,000
Other Freeze Vacant Housing Code Inspector $25,000 (1/2 Savings)
Other Correct Mayor/Council Salaries $16,000
Other General Miscellaneous Reductions $40,000
Other Reduce Retail Initiative $75,000 (Retain 75 per BID)
Capital Eliminate Traffic Calming $150,000
Capital Defer Ward Acres Improvements $100,000

In addition, we support the following revenue enhancements, neither of which places any
additional burden upon taxpayers:

Revenue Increase Parking Violation Fees $200,000
Revenue Establish Marina PILOT $75,000

Lastly, we are encouraged by yesterday’s news from the City Manager that New York
State now projects a reduction in the amount of $700,000 in the City’s health insurance
costs for 2009.  Because this constitutes a recurring savings, we feel it is appropriate to
devote a substantial portion to immediate tax relief, while directing the remainder to the
City’s financial reserves as a buffer against possible revenue losses during the year or as a
means of achieving tax savings in 2010.  Specifically, we advocate a fifty-fifty split, with
$350,000 assigned to immediate tax reduction, and $350,000 directed to the fund balance.



Together, these cuts and revenue enhancements total $1,540,000, of which $1,000,000
must be applied to revised sales and mortgage tax revenue estimates, leaving $540,000
for application to a property tax rate reduction of 1.21%.

There are several other potential cuts on which we feel that additional discussion and
debate would be beneficial, and/or about which we have varying opinions.  We hope that
these subjects can be carefully reviewed during our Council meeting on December 9th and
are confident that compromises can be reached on many.  These include:

DPW Eliminate Union Ave Sidewalk Cleaning $28,000
Other Eliminate Day Laborer Funding $20,000 (Or Lesser Amount)
Other Fireworks, Parade, Cultural $20,000 (Or Lesser Amount)
Other Close Out Historic Preservation Balance $14,000
Capital Cut Tree Planting/Fund for Maintenance $50,000
Capital Trucks & Vehicles $500,000
Capital Parks Bureau Pick-Up Truck $45,000
Various Reduce Training & Development $25,000 (Or Lesser Amount)
Revenue Softball/Skating Fees $30,000 (Or Lesser Amount)

Depending upon which of these cuts are approved and at what level, these items could
result in a maximum savings of $732,000 and an additional reduction of 1.64% on the
property tax rate.

We have carefully considered other options presented by City staff and colleagues and
have concluded that such options would harm the public interest, significantly undermine
the capacity of City government to deliver necessary services, and/or increase costs to
taxpayers in the future.  For these reasons, we will oppose such measures.

Finally, we are mindful that the economic circumstances and budgetary trends that have
conspired to make our current deliberation so challenging are likely to persist well into
the coming year and perhaps beyond.  It is probable that the 2010 budget will pose
challenges are stern as those we face today.  Prudent planning demands that we begin to
confront these longer-term conditions immediately and throughout the coming calendar
year.  In this spirit, we are prepared to work with our staff, community, and
representatives at the county, state, and federal level to pursue the following:

1) Hiring Freeze:  We favor a selective hiring freeze on City personnel, as
already proposed by the City Manager, to achieve mid-year savings and
bolster our financial reserves.

2) Salary Freeze:  We advocate an across-the-board salary freeze for all City
employees.  Such a policy cannot be dictated by management, but must be
achieved in partnership with municipal unions, and we urge our staff to
commence discussions on this subject at the earliest appropriate time.  It
should be understood as a matter of arithmetic fact that, absent such a freeze



or a significant change in the economic climate, lay-offs may be unavoidable
in future budget cycles.

3) Study Of Changes In DPW Service:  The City Manager has suggested that
two changes in policy – (a) mandated bagging of leaves and (b) a sanitation
schedule shift from garbage to recycling collection – could achieve both cost
savings and environmental benefits.  We accept these conclusions, but are
reluctant to proceed with such policy changes without meaningful public
education and input.  We therefore urge the City staff to propose a method for
obtaining such input, perhaps utilizing surveys or focus groups.  Depending
upon the outcome of this process, policy changes could be adopted mid-year,
in 2010, or not at all.

4) Hotel Occupancy Tax:  We will continue working with our effective and
supportive State delegation to obtain approval for a local hotel occupancy tax,
a non-controversial revenue source with an estimated value of $250,000 that
does not burden local taxpayers.

5) Utility Gross Receipts Tax:  We urge consideration of an increase in the utility
gross receipts tax from 1% to 3%.  Such an increase would require State
legislative approval, but such legislation could be structured to provide local
options and would likely be supported by many other municipalities.  We have
no enthusiasm for this tax, but regard it as fairer and less onerous than the
property tax, because (a) it shares the burden of taxation more equitably by
including tax-exempt and tax-abated properties and (b) it creates modest
incentives for energy and water savings, which have environmental benefit
and which enable users to control their own costs.  This measure could
generate almost $2,800,000 in 2010 and in subsequent years.

6) City Energy & Resource Savings:  Mindful that the City’s sustainability
coordinator and associated staff are already exploring an energy audit of
public facilities, we urge that the City’s environmental goals be focused
during the coming year on items that can achieve cost savings, including
reductions in energy, fuel, paper, and supply usage.

7) Plan For Anticipated Stimulus:  It is probable that the incoming federal
Administration will spearhead a significant economic recovery and stimulus
program.  While it is too soon to know the precise nature and content of such
a program, it will likely include funding for infrastructure, particularly
infrastructure associated with a “green” economy.  It is essential that New
Rochelle position itself to participate in such an effort, and we urge relevant
staff to begin an immediate review of our short and long term infrastructure
and economic development goals, with an eye towards accessing federal
funds.

8) Business Support & Economic Growth:  The economic climate clearly



presents challenges to new development and to the vitality of existing
businesses.  Economic momentum is essential to our quality of life and to our
tax base.  Therefore, we believe development efforts must be sustained during
this period through (a) support for those projects that remain viable and (b)
careful planning for those sites where development may be possible in the
future.  In addition, we will work with business representatives, including the
BID and the Chamber, to help our business community emerge successfully
from the present down-cycle.

Every budget requires a balancing not only of revenues and expenses, but also of values,
goals, and priorities.  These are, by definition, subjective judgments, and reasonable
people can surely disagree with our conclusions.  We believe strongly, however, that the
suggestions and actions above will serve the short and long term interests of New
Rochelle and reflect a course of action that is both wise and practical in light of the
difficult circumstances that face communities throughout America.

Despite these painful steps, we remain fully confident in New Rochelle’s future, and have
no doubt that our community’s great strengths and assets will permit us to overcome the
challenges of the moment and continue to prosper.


